Hanging Planters

**WHAT** - Hanging flower baskets add a bit of nature and beauty to urban sidewalks and are very popular in walkable shopping districts around Chicago. A maintenance agreement can be agreed upon between the neighborhood association or chamber of commerce for upkeep. The metal brackets are bolted high enough to prevent vandalism but within street level view to be enjoyed by the public.

**WHERE** - Estimated 10-12 Light poles in 3 Shopping Districts in 45th Ward

- *Six Corners - Milwaukee north of Irving Park*
- *Jefferson Park: Lawrence/Milwaukee or Lawrence/Austin*
- *Gladstone Park - Mason to Medina*

**HOW MUCH:** Total cost of $25,000

- *Lincoln Park*
- *South Loop*
- *Hyde Park*

- All hanging planter locations contingent on the signing of a Maintenance Agreement with a local Chamber of Commerce or Neighborhood organization to ensure proper stewardship and ability to cover costs